All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

1. Introduction {#sec001}
===============

During the analysis of chemical corrosion problems in concrete Controlled Modulus Columns (CMC) and similar variants of concrete piles, it is important to present the changes depending on the load carrying capacity over time. However, CMCs are often used to improve soil characteristics as a compressible soil layer in a global scale. CMCs are frequently used to reduce shear forces generated by earth pressure, slope of embankment, slipped inclined layers, and structural support elements. Other typical horizontal loads are inducted by wind and breaking forces of the pavement layer. These are carried through the soil transmission layer above the head of the columns. The approach used here is dedicated to situations where the horizontal displacements of the column heads are critical. Materials are usually described via reduced compression strength; however, this work used crack propagation studies, which are more appropriate for concrete structures.

Direct studies of sulphate ingress involving concrete sampling and chemical groundwater analysis or the execution of non-destructive testing in the case of sulphate burns are specific and difficult to perform \[[@pone.0212902.ref001]\]. The motivation to present the reliability assessment of concrete columns grew from the evaluation of real foundation cases. Static load tests are performed for inspection of new settled columns and piles and treated as passing or acceptance tests. The rules of conducting the load test and its interpretation are described in \[[@pone.0212902.ref002], [@pone.0212902.ref003]\]. Lifetime displacements are difficult to measure in geotechnical implementation for complex interaction in structures with substrates, and numerical modelling is primarily used here especially for periodically aggressive environments.

The problematic foundations were located in areas containing substrates composed of non-bearing sediments and seasonal fluctuations in groundwater levels. The propagation of cracks and material degeneration caused chemical aggression.

A one-dimensional random field was associated with the analysed column via the non-linear stiffness of subsoil. The task was modelled numerically using the finite element method (FEM) with an elastic material for CMC subjected to elasto-plastic material stretched on one dimensional random field along with forces based on the *p-y* method. The numerical variant of the task was previously presented in \[[@pone.0212902.ref004], [@pone.0212902.ref005]\] for independent time conditions without deterioration.

The mechanical tasks were calculated independent of the sulphate progression into material. Chemical influence of deterioration was connected via the mechanical behaviour of the crack depth over a two-step approach. This was used as follows: the first was a stationary process with respect to the limited horizontal load of the column profile. Second, the phenomenon of pure concrete deterioration was supposed to be a time-dependent probability process. The column coupling with homogeneous soil mechanics and behaviour was used as a probabilistic method based on random field theory on soil mechanics as described by many previous authors \[[@pone.0212902.ref006]--[@pone.0212902.ref008]\].

The inverse Discrete Fourier Transformation DFT^−1^ based on white noise was used to generate the Gaussian Random Field (GRF) method and is wide spread in other technical branches \[[@pone.0212902.ref009]\] especially in signal analysis. This special procedure was used to protect the generated random fields from any case of unrealistic effects of long distances between correlated points (in a semi-variogram chart). Here, correlation functions were introduced with space variability in soil \[[@pone.0212902.ref010], [@pone.0212902.ref011]\]. The concrete sulphate aggression was described as orthogonal to a column external surface by two elements uncorrelated with each other random variables. The process was described for concrete elements where the crack depth from the sulphate ingress was synonymous with a loss in the volume of the material based on numerical solutions in a column cross-section.

2. Sulphate aggression {#sec002}
======================

2.1. Description of the environment aggressiveness {#sec003}
--------------------------------------------------

The European Standard \[[@pone.0212902.ref012]\] presents the impact of the environment on concrete as a class exposure. The classification does not provide computational tools capable for solving ordinary engineering problems \[[@pone.0212902.ref013]\]. According to the National Code, concrete can be subjected to more than one environmental impact and described in several classes simultaneously. The separated exposure classes are as follows:

1.  X0---class exposure in the absence of concrete threats from aggression or environmental corrosion,

2.  XC---exposure class due to risk of carbonation,

3.  XD---exposure class of the concrete due to risk of corrosion caused by chlorides not coming from seawater,

4.  XS---exposure class of the concrete due to risk of corrosion caused by chlorides from sea water,

5.  XF---exposure class of concrete considering the impact of freezing and thawing alternatively,

6.  XA---exposure class of the concrete due to all other chemical aggression (including sulphate ingress).

Individual classes of chemical aggressiveness XA correspond to the concentration of ions, which allows them to be separated into additional subclasses in [Table 1](#pone.0212902.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0212902.t001

###### Exposure classes XA and limiting values for exposure classes for chemical attack from natural soil and groundwater.

![](pone.0212902.t001){#pone.0212902.t001g}

                 Chemical characteristic    XA1                   XA2                   XA3
  -------------- -------------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------
  Ground water   SO~4~^2-^ mg/l             ≥ 200 and ≤ 600       ≥600 and ≤3000        ≥ 200 and ≤6000
  Soil           SO~4~^2-^ mg/kg^3^ total   ≥ 2000 and ≤ 3000\*   \>3000\* and ≤12000   ≥ 12000 and ≤ 24000

\* the 3000 mg/kg limit shall be reduced to 2000 mg/kg where there is a risk of accumulation of sulphate ions in the concrete due to drying and wetting cycles or capillary suction

2.2. Changes in the properties of concrete under the influence of sulphate ingress {#sec004}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tow post-failure cases with significant engineering construction are presented. The key conclusion is that a drastic change in the mechanical properties of the concrete is due to deterioration at a specific time. These cases create a point of reference for further studies. They present a framework for further investigation with a large area of uncertainty including both the mechanics of the task levels as well as the chemical composition of the water. They are further illustrated as a probabilistic issue; after defining the state, they are solved by reliability methods \[[@pone.0212902.ref014]\].

### Case 1: Bogatynia (Poland 2003) {#sec005}

Part of a power station building was made with reinforced prefabricated concrete construction. It has been in service for 46 years. The foundation was made from concrete columns, located in a layer of silt-exposure class XD with an approximate thickness of 4.0 m below which there was the substrate of sandy clays. The results of the groundwater test suggested the presence of high levels of sulphate ions. The seven concrete samples had 70% strength in relation to the baseline of C16/20. There was a significant reduction in the concrete strength caused by the chemical corrosion activated by groundwater filtering into silt. Samples were taken from a trench layer of the column 5--35 mm deep (the column was completely fissured).

### Case 2: Gdansk (Poland 2012) {#sec006}

Research was conducted on Franki cast-in-place piles after 33 years of performance on the manufacturing site. The 281 pile units remaining after a buy-and-hold investment remained unchanged. Considering the expansion of the factory plant, they analysed the possibility of rearranging a new foundation for a steam turbine block. The diameter of the column was 520 mm, and the length was 11 m in concrete class C16/20. Considering the expertise, 5 pits with a depth of 1.5--3.5 m below ground level unveiled a total of 21 columns ([Fig 1](#pone.0212902.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The fieldwork revealed that the diameter of the shaft columns and the depth of the material changes. The samples were measured via classical methods. Variations in the diameter of the column height and thickness were significant. The reinforcement was also corroded. The concrete was very porous. The samples were tested for the compressive strength of the concrete considering values lower than those designed in the range of 20--50%; the samples had a significantly reduced modulus (80% of the designed value). The water chemical analysis indicated a high concentration of sulphate ions.

![View of corroded column heads (Gdansk) including direct visual information about the process of corrosion.](pone.0212902.g001){#pone.0212902.g001}

2.3. Sulphate ingress in time-dependent formula as a reliability process {#sec007}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The cause of the destruction of concrete structures is sulphate digest. Chemical aggression leads to a loss of effective area of the concrete profile and decreased strength. This is a common cause of failure. Examples of aggressive environments \[[@pone.0212902.ref015]\] include the following general variants:

-   relative humidity in the range of 60% and 98%,

-   cycles of humidification and drying,

-   cycles of freezing and defrosting; high carbon dioxide concentrations (e.g., seasonal de-icing pavements by salting),

-   direct high concentration of chlorides or other salts (e.g., marine environments),

-   high concentration of sulphates and small amounts of acids (e.g., sewer pipes or residual water treatment plants).

Structures such as CMC and piles are designed for a long service life, and hence the durability of the concrete plays a major role as shown in previous sulphate ingress examples.

The algorithm of deterioration used the percolation model \[[@pone.0212902.ref016], [@pone.0212902.ref017]\]. The micromechanical corrosion process was measured via progressive concrete crack density correlated with the concentration of sulphate ions. A high density of seams and their continuity is assumed---this allows us to apply the concept of percolation. To describe the diffusion coefficient, the permeability characteristics of the concrete were set to threshold concentrations ([Fig 2](#pone.0212902.g002){ref-type="fig"}):

-   *K*~*th*~ is the conductivity percolation threshold; here, micro cracks are connected to form continuous channels that provide fluid flow ([Fig 2B](#pone.0212902.g002){ref-type="fig"}),

-   concentrations below the conductivity percolation threshold *K*~*th*~ were studied without wasted water transport ([Fig 2A](#pone.0212902.g002){ref-type="fig"})

-   *K*~*dg*~ is the rigidity percolation threshold in which mutual influence of connected channels of microcraks causes a great loss of material stiffness ([Fig 2C](#pone.0212902.g002){ref-type="fig"})

![Transport ways for sulphate ions inside concrete trench (CMC) represents one dimensional regular grid in three percolations stages: a) concentration less than *K*~*th*~, b) concentration more than *K*~*th*~ and less than *K*~*dg*~, and c) concentration more than *K*~*dg*~.](pone.0212902.g002){#pone.0212902.g002}

In this method, deterioration ingress was described by assumption *K*~*th*~ equal to *K*~*dg*~ calculated via the back-calculation method to numerical results. The porosity was taken from the literature \[[@pone.0212902.ref018]\] and \[[@pone.0212902.ref019]\] as follows: $$\phi\prime = 1 - \frac{1 + 1.31\alpha\prime}{1 + 3.2w/c}$$ where α\' is a degree of concrete hydration, and w/c ratio is the index of cement to water proportion from [Table 2](#pone.0212902.t002){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0212902.t002

###### Recommended limiting values for composition and properties of concrete.
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                  Exposure classes---Aggressive chemical environments          
  --------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ------ ------
                  XA1                                                   XA2    XA3
  Max w/c ratio   0.55                                                  0.50   0.45

The factor of diffusion after \[[@pone.0212902.ref020]\] with dependency to porosity is: $$D\left( {\phi\prime} \right) = D_{0}\left( 0.001 + 0.07{\phi\prime}^{2} + \mathbf{I}\left( {\phi\prime - 0.18} \right)1.8\left( \phi\prime - 0.18 \right)^{2} \right)$$ where:

-   *D* is diffusion coefficient dependent on porosity *φ*\';

-   ***I*** is similar to Heaviside\'s function; ***I*** is unity for *φ*\' ≥ 0.18; in other cases ***I*** has a null value;

-   *D*~*0*~ is diffusion coefficient for sulphate ions in water.

The model of the ingress of sulphate in concrete with respect to the function of time and depth using the Fick's second diffusion law has got the following form in cylindrical coordinates: $$\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = \frac{\kappa_{s}^{*}}{r}\frac{\partial}{\partial r}\left( {r\frac{\partial C}{\partial r}} \right)$$ where:

-   *C* is the concentration \[mol/m^3^\] in time *t* and radius *r* function;

-   *κ*~*s*~^*\**^ is the diffusion coefficient in dimension of \[m^2^ /s\].

The solution of the differential Eq ([3](#pone.0212902.e003){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in variable environmental conditions was obtained by the approximated Euler\'s procedure. The two first elements of Taylor\'s series were used to represent an unknown *C* function. The general idea of numerical solution of ions transport into a trench along with time is presented in [Fig 3](#pone.0212902.g003){ref-type="fig"}. This procedure used the discretisation of dimension *dx* and time progress *dt* for a depth of penetration in the one-dimensional process. The function *C* was represented as a rectangular matrix for columns {0,1,2, ...*m*-1,*m*,*m*+1,..}*dx* and rows {0,1,2,3, ..., }*dt* with the time function *C*~*S*~(*t*) as the boundary condition.

![The procedure for numerical solution of transport issues for non-stationary boundary conditions and the functional dependence of the parameter and concentration *C*.](pone.0212902.g003){#pone.0212902.g003}

Infiltration of sulphate ions into concrete causes a decrease in pile mechanical properties. Similarly, crystalline compounds are destructed and porosity is increased. The rate of diffusion increases significantly after ions crossed the threshold concentration *K*~*th*~ \[mol/m^3^\]: $$\kappa_{s}^{*} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{{\alpha\mspace{2mu}\kappa}_{s}\mspace{9mu} K_{dg} = K_{th} \leq C} \\
{\kappa_{s}\mspace{9mu} C < K_{th}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$ where:

-   α is percolation factor recognized by back analysis \[--\];

-   *κ*~*s*~ is a fixed nominal value of the diffusion coefficient (1, 2) \[m/s^2^\].

The failure area in the model is defined as the area where the sulphate ion concentration exceeds the value *K*~*th*~.

Eqs ([1](#pone.0212902.e001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([2](#pone.0212902.e002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) create an axial symmetrical model that describes the degradation process of the concrete column.

To measure the degree of destruction *D*, we used a common concept: $$D_{i} = 1 - \frac{\sigma_{i}}{\sigma_{0}}$$ where:

-   *σ*~*i*~ is uniaxial compressive strength of concrete after time \[MPa\];

-   *σ*~*0*~ is the initial uniaxial compressive strength of concrete \[MPa\].

Term *D'* is defined later \[[@pone.0212902.ref021]\] as: $${D\prime}_{i} = 1 - \frac{r_{i}}{r_{0}}$$

Here strength on the related surface of unfractured concrete was replaced by the proportion of effective radius *r*~*i*~ to the nominal pile value *r*~*0*~. The effective value of radius is equal only in the virgin core radius *r*~*o*~ with ionic concentration less than the threshold *K*~*th*~.

The boundary conditions and penetration process into pure concrete is presented in [Fig 4](#pone.0212902.g004){ref-type="fig"}.

![a) Boundary periodic load---ionic concentration was modelled as a periodic and discrete distribution; b) The area in which the concentration exceeds the threshold *K*~*th*~ is considered to be destroyed; c) Sketch of ionic concentration in the material with the boundary conditions; d) Path changes chart of the coefficient *k*~*s*~ with a specified hysteresis in time.](pone.0212902.g004){#pone.0212902.g004}

The task was solved in a fitting procedure where *α* and *κ*~*s*~ coefficients were calibrated in FlexPDE to the results of the experiment conducted after laboratory experiments after work \[[@pone.0212902.ref022]\] ions concentrations of 10% and 20%.

These conditions correspond to SO~2~^-4^ concentrations of 1.052 g/cm^3^ (10%) and 1.106 (20%) g/cm^3^, which respectively were represented by 1.0951 mol/dm^3^ and 2.3027 mol/dm^3^. They represent the boundary conditions for *r*~*0*~.

The process of concrete cubic brick destruction for the 10% and 20% ion concentrations was solved ([Table 3](#pone.0212902.t003){ref-type="table"}) with calculated coefficients *α* = 2.017, *κ*~*s*~ = 3.09 10^−6^ \[m/s^2^\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0212902.t003

###### The results of experimental research based on \[[@pone.0212902.ref022]\] and relative error for the proposed model.
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  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Time \[month\]\        *D'*~*i*~ for 10% ions concentration \[--\]   Relative error of model to experimental results \[%\]   *D'*~*i*~ for 20% ions concentration \[--\]   Relative error to experimental results \[%\]
  \[60\*60\*24\*30 s\]                                                                                                                                                       
  ---------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------
  0                      0.000                                         0.0                                                     0.000                                         0.0

  1                      0.032                                         0.8                                                     0.049                                         1.1

  2                      0.061                                         1.9                                                     0.087                                         1.3

  3                      0.080                                         2.0                                                     0.123                                         -0.3

  4                      0.120                                         0.0                                                     0.162                                         -2.2

  6                      0.158                                         -1.8                                                    0.201                                         -2.1

  8                      0.175                                         -1.5                                                    0.232                                         -1.2

  10                     0.201                                         -2.1                                                    0.258                                         -1.8

  12                     0.224                                         -2.4                                                    0.277                                         -0.2

  15                     0.250                                         -3.0                                                    0.298                                         -1.0
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The relative errors between experimental and model-based results are below 3.0%, which suggests that the model describes the process of sulphate ingress.

3. Mechanical model {#sec008}
===================

The stiffness of the soil was assumed to be dependent on depth *z* under terrain as follows: $$G_{p}(z) = G_{srf} + \left( {A_{w}z} \right)^{k}$$

Here, *Gsrf* is the stiffness at the ground surface; (*z* = 0), *z* is the depth along a column; *Aw* and *k* are coefficients for the fitting function to soil profile data.

The limit state in cohesionless soil at depth *z* is described by Mohr- Coulomb\'s law by passive earth pressure: $$p_{\lim}(z) = \frac{1 + \sin\phi}{1 - \sin\phi}\gamma z$$

Here, *γ* is soil volume weight, and *φ* is internal friction angle of soil. In segments of column with length *dl*, the soil stiffness has the following form: $$k(z) = HG_{p}(z)dl$$ and related *p-y* curves described by a hyperbolic tangent have the form: $$p(z,y) = A_{p}p_{\lim}(z)\tanh\frac{k(z)y}{A_{p}p_{\lim}(z)H}$$ where added *H* is the column diameter with nominal value equal 400 mm, *y* is a deflection of segments in the horizontal direction, and *A*~*p*~ is fitting parameter. [Fig 5](#pone.0212902.g005){ref-type="fig"} presents selected curves *p-y* in depth function.

![The *p-y* curves.\
The horizontal axis is horizontal displacement of segment *y* \[m\], and the vertical axis is the soil response \[kPa\] at a soil depth *z* = {1, 2, · · ·, 5} \[m\] for the selected curves.](pone.0212902.g005){#pone.0212902.g005}

The finite element stiffness along of the column was set as the ideal elastic material for each of beam segments. Considering a depth of elements in the latter part of the calculation, the beam segments were related to a zone covered by sulphate ingress. A solution was obtained iteratively due to the non-linear functions of *p-y*.

Calculations suggested that a horizontal constant force of 50 kN was used on the column head ([Fig 6A](#pone.0212902.g006){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum size of the zone of sulphate aggression is defined as the distance from the ground surface (z = 0) to a lower point of the groundwater aggressive stream *Z*. The fissured layer has a maximal thickness of *Z* = 5.0 m. The elastic modulus for pure concrete (virgin state) in the initial time was equal to 30 GPa. We assumed a complete loss of load capacity in the fissured layer of concrete as a result of combined factors: 1) the tensile stress above a threshold initiating cracks and 2) a rapid increase in porosity. The nominal diameter of column CMC was *r*~*o*~ = 400 mm and its length is *L* = 10 m. The mechanical parameters of the analysed substrate are described by the following: *Aw* = 100 \[--\], *k* = 1.2 \[--\], *φ* = 30*o*, *Gsrf* = 10 MPa. The number of finite elements (*dL* on [Fig 6C](#pone.0212902.g006){ref-type="fig"}) along the beam trench was equal to 20 pieces, and the bulk density of the soil was *γ* = 20 kN/m3. The mechanical tasks were studied for the impact of progressive chemical deterioration in increments of 5 mm. We systematically reduced the diameter of the column core (the maximum range of down-hole corrosion amounted to 80 mm). The head displacement was checked for all combinations of depth *d* fissured zones.

![a) Diagram of the task with the model of relation between column and soil; b) the cross-section of the column in the area of sulphate aggression and: c) CMC beam discretisation scheme.](pone.0212902.g006){#pone.0212902.g006}

4. Reliability task for columns under lateral load {#sec009}
==================================================

4.1. Sulphate deterioration as a non-deterministic process {#sec010}
----------------------------------------------------------

The statistical and probability description of deterioration was performed on 107 drawing number for progressive sulphate ingress with two selected random variables ([Table 4](#pone.0212902.t004){ref-type="table"}). Both random variables *X* were defined as a symmetrical beta PDF by minimal min\[X\] and maximum max\[X\] values where mean *μ*(*X*) = 0.5(min\[X\] + max\[X\]) with the following shape parameters \[[@pone.0212902.ref023], [@pone.0212902.ref024]\]: $$\alpha = \beta = \frac{1}{8}\left( {\frac{1}{var{\lbrack X\rbrack}^{2}} - 4} \right)$$

10.1371/journal.pone.0212902.t004

###### Random variables that describe the concrete sulphate aggression process and their descriptions of probability distributions.
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  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *random* variable *\[*X*\]*                     Probability distribution   Var \[X\]   Min \[X\]        Max \[X\]
  ----------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ----------- ---------------- -----------------
  *C*~*0*~ (ion concentration at column trench)   beta symmetrical           0.15        10\[%\]          20\[%\]

  *λ* (time of sulphate ions attack per year)     beta\                      0.15        0\[days/year\]   12\[days/year\]
                                                  symmetrical                                             
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Periodically occurring sulphate aggression in the vicinity strata of the column trench assuming a threshold *K*~*th*~ (Eq ([4](#pone.0212902.e004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and [Fig 4](#pone.0212902.g004){ref-type="fig"}) for the diffusion coefficient. This system was modelled as an aggressive environment with a relation = *λ t*~*total_time*~, where:

-   *t*---aggregate time of occurrence of the aggressive environment;

-   *t*~*total_time*~---lifetime of construction;

-   *λ*---coefficient of accumulated time of corrosive environment to the total lifetime with a range: \[0, 1\].

Periodic ingress of sulphate into concrete reduced the thickness of the column over time. This dependence as a function of the log-normal probability distribution was fitted to the result of the deterioration depth independent of mechanical deformation of the column.

The chemical sulphate ingress into the column is approximated by a probability density function based on histogram results with relevant parameters μ(*t*~*0*~) and *σ(t*~*0*~*)* for *t*~*0*~ in range of {15, 20, ...,50} years.

The results were obtained as a set of the eight histograms prepared for each 5-year intervals; they describe the sulphate ingress over time. A log-normal probability distribution was chosen for the histograms, and the parameters were separately adjusted to each of the histograms. They are shown in [Table 5](#pone.0212902.t005){ref-type="table"} as list of CDF parameters *Φ*~*d*~(*μ*(**t**),*σ*(**t**)) where *t* represents discrete time.

10.1371/journal.pone.0212902.t005

###### Chemically destroyed depth *d*~0~ as a reliability process for parameters of log-normal distribution (*μ*, *σ*) with time influence.
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  Time \[years\]   *μ* \[mm\]   *σ* \[mm\]
  ---------------- ------------ ------------
  15               -3.839       0.230
  20               -3.640       0.236
  25               -3.493       0.237
  30               -3.379       0.243
  35               -3.285       0.246
  40               -3.202       0.248
  45               -3.133       0.254
  50               -3.066       0.254

This approach is named the Modified Response Surface (MRS) method and was evaluated according to the classical Response Surface (RS) method widely descripted in \[[@pone.0212902.ref025]\]. In the RS method, discrete values of *RS*(***x***) are approximated by a continuous function as follows: $$RS\left( \mathbf{x} \right) = RS^{\prime}\left( \mathbf{x} \right) + \mathcal{E}\left( \mathbf{x} \right)$$ where *RS\'*(***x***) is an approximate function including high dimensional model representation \[[@pone.0212902.ref026]\], polynomials, neural networks or wavelons. Term $\mathcal{E}\left( \mathbf{x} \right)$ is an error of approximation; ***x*** is a random vector of mechanical properties (or loads $\mathbf{x} \in \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^{N}$) where *N* is dimension of subspace Ω domain.

The RS method was developed for cover by a continuous approximated function. The hidden relations were added to the process where only limited number of data points are unveiled. However, the RS classical method has some weaknesses---especially close to the discontinuity of the original function. The error values from fitting are transferred and multiplied to the probability calculation. When the task has more dimensions in hyperspace of random variables, then the discreteness points are hardly detectable. The larger sample of data was reached in the task both for the mechanical system and for the chemical process. The MRS method is a concept based on a discrete number of CDFs related with variables. The approximation occurs at the CDF distribution level. The result is continuous in the time domain function of Φ\'~*d*~(*μ*\'(*t*),*σ*\'(*t*)): $$\mu\prime\left( t \right) = \mu\left( t \right) + \varepsilon_{\mu}\left( t \right)\ {and}\ \sigma\prime\left( t \right) = \sigma\left( t \right) + \varepsilon_{\sigma}\left( t \right)$$ where *μ*(*t*), *σ*(*t*) are approximate functions. The ε~σ~(t) and ε~μ~(t) are errors of approximation. The fitted CDF Φ~*d*~*(μ*(*t*),*σ*(*t*)) was prepared by the least square method LSM based on polynomials.

Values of parameters of log-normal CDF: Φ~*d*~(*μ*(*t*),*σ*(*t*)) were estimated in time *t* as a function of random variables for crack depth *d*(*t*) described by parameters: $$\mu(t) = - 4.445 + 0.04762\ t - 4.062 \cdot 10^{- 4}t^{2}$$ $$\sigma(t) = 0.2194 + 7.671 \cdot 10^{- 4}t - 2.05010^{- 7}t^{2}$$

The fitting results are illustrated in [Fig 7](#pone.0212902.g007){ref-type="fig"}. Throughout the process, the resolution of a 5-mm crack reaches the depth distribution fit via a log-normal PDF (i.e., for 30 and 50 years, presented by cross-sections). The results are shown also in [Table 5](#pone.0212902.t005){ref-type="table"}.

![Deterioration depth over lifetime as a result of probability separated calculations: a) fit log-normal PDFs; b) histogram from raw results in every 10-year period.](pone.0212902.g007){#pone.0212902.g007}

4.2 Substrate parameters {#sec011}
------------------------

The substrate material was described by using a random field $\overline{\phi}(z)$ of friction angle with a vertical fluctuation scale *θ* = 2.5 m along the column edge. The random field $\overline{\phi}(z)$-modified stiffness of the substrate (6) is as follows: $$G_{p}(z) = G_{srf}(1 + 0.1\overline{\phi}(z)) + \left( {A_{w}z} \right)^{k}$$

The change of the stiffness was also correlated with the passive ground pressure: $$p_{\lim}(z) = {({({1 + \sin{({\phi + \frac{\pi\overline{\phi}(z)}{180}})}})}}{}^{2}\gamma z$$

The impact of $\overline{\phi}(z)$ on both variables is characterized in [Fig 8](#pone.0212902.g008){ref-type="fig"} with charts prepared for a set of random realizations.

![a) Example graphical presentation of *Gp---*10 drawings at a depth of z; b) *pli*m is presented by 10 drawings also with the depth function. Both graphs are prepared for the identical scale fluctuation equal to *θ* = 2.5 m.](pone.0212902.g008){#pone.0212902.g008}

4.3 Relation of mechanical and flow sulphate ions models {#sec012}
--------------------------------------------------------

[Fig 9](#pone.0212902.g009){ref-type="fig"} details the main idea for assessing the reliability index *β* for the existing or desired structure in aggressive environments. This diagram links to sections and is a manual guide for the entire method. The area from both border sides of the core diagram represents data from extended acquisition. A column influenced by lateral force and ion diffusion is presented in specified sections of the diagram; the methods were repeated independently in Section 2 and Section 3.

![Flow diagram of procedures for describing and modelling object under environmental load.](pone.0212902.g009){#pone.0212902.g009}

The deterioration algorithm estimates the fissured zone as a function of ion concentration and time. The set of discrete solutions from Section 3 defines the fissured core over lifetime as a result of separated calculations. The solutions from Section 2 appeared as head displacements. All of these were prepared for all possible combinations of fissured trench of column length *Z* with depths *d*; this allowed conversion of discrete data by fitting to PDF.

The next calculations are the probabilistic level of the task. Section 4 shows that the value of the fissured zone is used in the mechanical model of the column to determine the head displacement and examine the probability of exceeding the acceptable value.

4.4 Results of the numerical calculations {#sec013}
-----------------------------------------

The general algorithm to generate random fields is prepared via the literature \[[@pone.0212902.ref027]\] in Mathematica using the quick discrete inverse Fourier's transform (DFT*−*1) for the direct construction of discrete Fourier's transform (DFT) based on white noise. A random field with both a real and an imaginary part was constructed. Simulations and statistical tests RGF of the generator were prepared. The simulations were performed on a one-dimensional space with the power spectrum function \[[@pone.0212902.ref028], [@pone.0212902.ref029]\]: $$\alpha(p) = \exp\left( {- \left( \frac{p}{\theta} \right)^{2}} \right)$$

Here, *p* is the distance between height points (lag), and the *θ* range scale fluctuations are assumed to be a constant in the task. The field was generated as a discrete object in the middle point of finite elements along with large margins equal to 5*θ*. This was cut to the field dimensions needed for *p-y* calculations. This procedure was used to reduce unrealistic effects in the semivariogram for long lags \[[@pone.0212902.ref030]\].

We show an example of the calculations that examined the results of exceeding the maximum displacement for the head of the CMC defined as serviceability failure state.

These calculations were performed according to the following scheme:

-   generate the random field;

-   calculate head displacement for all combinations of the polluted stream.

The fissured thickness was calculated by the sulphate deterioration progress in normal direction to trench CMC *d* = {0.000, 0.005, ..., 0.080 } m and was combined with cases of active fissured zone depth (thickness of the aggressive stream around the CMC): *Z* = {0.00, 0.25, ..., 5.00 m}. The assessment procedure of FEM iteration solutions was closed in most cases in less than 12 internal calculation steps for each set of mechanical parameters. The numerical experiment provided discrete histograms, which were fitted by log-normal probability distributions PDF with respect to their characteristics similar to the MRS method. The selected PDF functions are presented in [Fig 8](#pone.0212902.g008){ref-type="fig"} with histograms in the background. The fitting of log-normal PDFs *Φ*~*disp*~(*μ*(*d*,*Z*),*σ*(*d*,*Z*)) for mechanical processes in cases of vertical displacement of the column head is as follows: $$\mu(d,Z) = - 5.4558 - 3.5162\mspace{2mu} d + 50.038\mspace{2mu} d^{2} + 0.2218\mspace{2mu} Z + 1.9030\mspace{2mu} dZ - 0.03813\ Z^{2}$$ $$\sigma(d,Z) = 0.07638 - 0.36938\ d + 2.6206\ d^{2} - 9.006 \cdot 10^{- 4}Z + 0.06177\mspace{2mu} dZ + 3.650 \cdot 10^{- 5}Z^{2}$$ where:

-   *d* is thickness of fissured radius;

-   *Z* is the depth of the fissured zone along the CMC trench.

The PDFs for the mechanical part *Φ*~*disp*~ (μ(*d*,*Z*),*σ*(*d*,*Z*)) and for ingress of the sulphate front *Φ*~*d*~(*μ*(*t*),*σ*(*t*)) were used to directly study reliability calculations. The impact of the destructed zone dimensions for the reliability index is shown in [Fig 10](#pone.0212902.g010){ref-type="fig"}.

![The selected log-normal distributions created for the results of column head horizontal displacement histograms for two combinations of analysed cases with 1- and 5-m thick fissured zones as well as for *d* = {2, 4, 6, 8} mm sulphate deterioration depths into the column skinned surface in each zone variant.](pone.0212902.g010){#pone.0212902.g010}

The two random elementary processes---sulphate ingress and head deflection of structure---are related together via probability descriptions as follows: $$\Phi\left( t \right) = \Phi_{disp}\left( \mu\left( {d,Z} \right),\sigma\left( {d,Z} \right) \right)\Phi_{d}\left( \mu\left( t \right),\sigma\left( t \right) \right)$$ This results in the values of *β* presented in [Fig 11](#pone.0212902.g011){ref-type="fig"} for different values of column head displacement limits *h*~*d*~^*ult*^ = {6, 8, 10, 12, 14} mm.

![The function of change of reliability index *β* over time for different values of column head displacement limits *hdult* = {6, 8, 10, 12, 14} mm.](pone.0212902.g011){#pone.0212902.g011}

5. Discussion {#sec014}
=============

The main aspect that limits the lifetime of analysed geotechnical constructions was lateral displacement of column heads. The reliability results are presented for discrete collections of allowable limits of the serviceability state for the following: *h*~*d*~^*ult*^ = {6,8,10,12} mm. The values are determined by standard limitations used for bridges. The support system is damaged when it reaches or exceeds the serviceability state. In practice, the allowable value of the horizontal head displacement is less than 10 mm. Here, the safe lifetime was over 50 years, and the corresponding reliability index is two: this is lower than the standards. The ISO Standard \[[@pone.0212902.ref031]\] for serviceability limit states recommends adopting reliability indices dependent on the consequences of possible failure and the cost of a repair. The value of the reliability index can be much higher when highly 'responsible' structures using bearing capacity limit states are designed. To ensure greater value of reliability, it is necessary to increase the CMC diameter or use a higher grade of concrete. Alternative methods to prevent CMC against sulphate attack include covering with low permeability soil, sodium silicate, or resins. The values of the reliability indexes as a function of year are presented in [Fig 11](#pone.0212902.g011){ref-type="fig"} via a convenient operating symbol of the reliability index *β*. Some general phenomena are coherent with intuitive approaches where a decrease of limit restriction results in higher values of the reliability index.

An increase in the depth of sulphate ingress into concrete leads to lower *β* values. The derivative effect is an occurrence of the falloff associated with the depth of sulphate attack *d* in a column. [Eq 17](#pone.0212902.e024){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [Eq 18](#pone.0212902.e025){ref-type="disp-formula"} parameters are associated with *d*^*2*^. They are much higher than others, and they determine the probability of failure. This phenomenon has origins in column mechanics coupling with the substrate. [Fig 10](#pone.0212902.g010){ref-type="fig"} shows that PDFs have two calculated far situations for a range of attacked trench of CMC (*Z* = 1 m and *Z* = 5 m). The impact of sulphate digestion on vertical length impacts the mechanics of the beam divided into two parts: both have different inertia moduli.

The relationship between *Z* length and the reliability index is inverse proportionality: This observation agrees with field experiments. Passing time decreased the reliability of construction likewise to previous phenomena. The impact of time is shown in [Fig 7](#pone.0212902.g007){ref-type="fig"}, [Eq 12](#pone.0212902.e016){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and [Eq 13](#pone.0212902.e017){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The general dependency is clear---longer exposure to periodic wetting in aggressive environments lowers the reliability and increases crack depths along the column. We observe unexpected effects including quicker degradation of the column in the first 30 years as well as a decrease in crack progression in the next 20 years ([Fig 7](#pone.0212902.g007){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig 11](#pone.0212902.g011){ref-type="fig"}). This is because there are longer ways of ion transport way into the healthy core of the column. The influence of time on the structural safety is detailed here. The results confirmed the research assumptions.

6. Summary {#sec015}
==========

This work created a response to the lack of general guidelines beyond design and classification rules for controlled modulus columns. The complexity of the problem for lateral loads is described as follows:

-   an environment with progressive sulphate ingress;

-   material loss in structural composition along with destruction processing;

-   random mechanical parameters of the substrate.

This work evaluated the reliability of specific types of embankment support in harsh environments. It can be extended to other concrete elements including piles or supporting walls during material degradation. [Fig 9](#pone.0212902.g009){ref-type="fig"} shows support and guide for engineers via a flow chart. We also made some simplifying assumptions to emphasize pre-selected effects:

-   the random field that modelled the soil properties was one dimensional;

-   the model of soil-column interactions needs future study for full representation as a FEM 3D model;

-   only pure concrete material restricts sulphate deterioration.

The processes shown here for the lifetime of the construction considers time as an important operating factor for engineers. It reduces the level of confidence for existing objects. The use of ground improvement and the CMC system offer cost and time savings and a more sustainable solution for constructing foundations on building sites with poor quality soils versus more traditional solutions. This approach measured sensitive complex systems reliability for time-dependent processes. The tool can answer the basic questions that designers have about the relationship between the limitations of head displacement conditions, time, and safety. The main calculation modules in the article include the random field generator GRF, the chemical aggression process, and the *p-y* FEM.
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